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All content and information are for informational purposes only and were copied
directly from the U.S. Figure Skating website as per the recently updated rules that
went into effect on July 1st, 2023.  Although we strive to provide accurate general

information, you should not rely solely on this information as the rules are constantly
updated. We recommend each parent and skater to check the U.S. Figure Skating
website weekly or at the very least bi-weekly, for rules updates. Always review the

rules with your coach(es) as you work on your programs. 

DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER

We'll try so share updates periodically but it is your responsibility as a skater
together with your coach to ensure that you stay up to date.

Additional note: The rules covered here are heavily focused on Singles skating as that
represents the large majority of our club skaters. Please refer to USFS for the full
rulebook with includes a much more detailed guide to Singles, Pairs, Dance, and

Synchronized skating.



WHAT LEVEL AM I COMPETING?
Those competing in
Compete USA programs
or at any of the levels with
an asterisk (*) only require
a Learn to Skate USA
membership. All other
levels require a full USFS
membership as
competitive level begins to
be determined by highest
free skate (singles) test
passed.

ALL levels can be offered
as part of a non-qualifying
competition but only
standard track Juvenile
through Senior and Adults
Silver through Masters
Jr/Sr can be offered for
qualifying series.





Compete USA allows skaters to challenge their Learn Skate USA curriculum skills at a
competition. Compete USA is designed to promote a positive competition experience at the

grassroots level and increased skating participation while generating enthusiasm.

Singles athletes begin with the Compete USA competitions. Once athletes begin the official
U.S. Figure Skating test structure, they can choose to enter the Excel, Well-Balanced or Adult
levels as appropriate for their ability, test, level and age. Test requirements are the same for
the Excel and Well-Balanced levels. It is completely the choice of the athlete which track to

follow; athletes may switch between tracks as best suits their development, but may not enter
the same type of event in multiple tracks.

Compete USA Manual

click here for

(The 2022-2023 manual as shown in the link above is currently the most updated version on the USFS website)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1msFX7rmj1vWHabOJgrBXu8ptTehfnpId/view?usp=drive_link


CORRELATION BETWEEN TEST  AND COMPETITION LEVELS
Skaters can skate up to a level above their current test level passed. For instance, a skater who has

passed Intermediate FS (Pre-Silver Singles) can compete at either Intermediate or Novice Singles
**To those that are upcoming skaters and have not moved up in competition levels, a skater can compete below their passed test
level, however once you have competed a certain level you cannot compete and the level below. For instance, a skater can have

passed Novice FS (Silver singles) and compete at Pre-Juvenile Singles, but once that skater decides to attempt one competition at
the Intermediate, they can no longer go below Intermediate. This rule came into effect with the rule updates for the season that

began on July 1st, 2022 (last year)

Refer to US Figure Skating website for a more elaborated rulebook



**Synchronized skaters have 30 seconds both in IJS and 6.0 events to take position**

CALL TO START RULE
Recent USFS update that concerns ALL skating disciplines and age groups:



CLOTHING RULE



The 6.0 Scoring System
The 6.0 system has been the longstanding judging system for figure skating. Today,

U.S. Figure Skating uses it for Compete USA events and many non-qualifying
competitions, particularly at the pre-juvenile level and below.

The basic principle of the 6.0 system is a “majority” system. Each event is judged
by an odd number of judges, and the winner of the event is the skater placed

highest by a majority of these judges.
 Each judge will award marks ranging from 0.0 to 6.0, based on the following scale:

0 - not skated
1 - very poor
2 - poor
3 - mediocre
4 - good
5 - very good
6 - outstanding

The 6.0 scoring system can be offered for ALL levels and disciplines of skating including
basic skills competitions. While many levels can be judged by both the IJS and 6.0 scoring
system, certain events are only offered as 6.0 competition and they include: Snowplow
Sam, Basic 1-6, Hockey 1-4, Pre-Free Skate1-6, Adult 1-6, Adaptive Skating and
specialty events as well as  beginner excel, high beginner excel, adult beginner, and
adult high beginner

DEDUCTIONS
FOR 6.0

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oc_tYxyKdmm2j8v-UX3RQdjP8M4XI3Yu/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oc_tYxyKdmm2j8v-UX3RQdjP8M4XI3Yu/view?usp=drive_link


The IJS Scoring System
The IJS is based on cumulative points rather than the 6.0 standard of marks and

placement. The IJS focuses on the skaters and not the judges. Judges don’t have to
use their memory to compare all aspects of every skater and figure out where to

place them, but simply evaluate the qualities of each performance.

In the IJS, competitors
accumulate points
based on the degree of
difficulty (base value) of
each technical element
and how well each
element is executed
(grade of execution, or
GOE). Skaters also earn
points based on their
overall skating ability
and performance level
through program
component scores.



Base values for IJS scoring

SINGLE REVOLUTION 
JUMPS VALUES

Waltz (1Wz)
Toe Loop (1T)
Salchow (1S)

Loop (1Lo)
Flip (1F)

Lutz (1Lz)
Axel (1A)

0.30
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.50
0.60
1.10

In Well-balanced track: Juvenile through Novice competitors are
only allowed 1 leveled Step sequence (StSq 1-4) for each the
short and long program; Junior competitors are required 1 leveled
StSq in their short and 1 Choreographic Sequence (ChSq) in their
long; and Senior competitors are required a leveled StSq in both
short and long programs, plus a ChSq in the long. Additional
levels: Excel Novice (1 leveled StSq ), Excel Junior (1 ChSq) and
Excel Senior (1 leveled StSq + 1 ChSq)

** All other remaining Excel levels, all adult levels, as well as
the remaining well-balanced levels (Pre-Juvenile and below)
are required 1 Choreographic Step Sequence (ChSt) - note that
the abbreviate is different than the others. Each ChSt has a
base value of 2.0

**Euler (1Eu) 0.50



IJS - Program Component
Composition,
Presentation, and Skating
Skills are the three main
things judges are looking at
and scoring in the program
component segment. They
used to look at 5 things but
that was change with the
2022-2023 season. Jumps,
spins, and step sequences
are scored in the technical
segment.

The markings for the component segment are as shown in
the color coded box on the right. Those are multiplied by
different factors based on the skating level. It is not
uncommon for beginning skaters to score in the "red
zone". Most skaters will often score in the "orange zone" as
they gain more confident and experience in skating after
many learn of work. Reaching the "green zone" is a very
outstanding accomplishment. Gold zone through platinum
are often seen amongst elite skaters.



IJS - Guidelines for GOE markings





WELL-BALANCED SINGLES 
SHORT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Intermediate through Senior

**Optional for Juvenile**







WELL-BALANCED SINGLES (Freeskate)
LONG PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

No test through Senior 









WELL BALANCED BONUS CHART



WELL BALANCED - ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
On April 17, 2023, a the Protocol Feedback was launched nationwide for non-qualifying and National

Qualifying Series (NQS) competitions in the juvenile through senior singles short program and free
skate events. This feedback system is athlete-centered and strives to offer more information to the

athletes and coaches for future improvement, goal assessment and attainment.

Protocol 
Feedback

Calling Clarifications for Juvenile & Intermediate

Calling Clarifications for Novice & Junior

Protocol Feedback will not be implemented at the sectional singles finals, U. S. Figure Skating Championships or Excel Series Final.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14Bz-DAI-IGzIlvk07oQnGmLvPQnMYur4/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v9QhD25RSkHMb6UnBGLxUolxnMKKNRPs/view?usp=drive_link


EXCEL FREESKATE
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Excel Beginner through Excel Senior
(includes Excel Plus track) 















Adult Skaters
Over the years, there's been an increasing number of adult skaters of all ages.
U.S Figure has modified some rules for adult skaters to allow them to compete

and have fun while not being scored to the same standards as the standard track.
It is still challenging but it allows for some adults to find that it's not impossible to
set and accomplish goals in skating no matter how early or late they began their

skating journey.

Adult skating rules



ADULT SINGLES 
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Pre-Bronze through Master Jr/Sr 







Please note that for IJS the callings for various elements in the adult track differs a bit from
that of the standard track.The age gap as well as physical ability in the adult track is much
wider than that in the standard track. In order to make various levels attainable for more

skaters, there are various restrictions to what is allowed at each level. 

ADULT CALLING CLARIFICATIONS

 

Currently the most widely open levels are really only the Senior level in the standard
(well-balanced) track where there aren't much age restriction as other levels (however, in

the future it may likely be limited to skaters of 17 years and above to match the future
ISU requirements for international competitions) and the Master Jr/Sr level in the adult

track (where the only requirement is to be 21 years of age and above)

There are no leveled step sequence in adult skating in the USFS structure (the rule
differs a bit for ISU)
There are many modifications from the standard track as to what counts as a feature to
achieve levels on spins in adult skating
A Waltz jump is an acceptable axel-type jump at ALL levels of the adult skating track.
The deduction for each fall is 0.25 for Pre-Bronze and 0.50 for all other adult levels

A few highlights:

Adult Calling Clarification DocumentAdult Calling Clarification Document

Find detailed rules here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AsPyz4rsat1IPUkhjHg-L2poDgl4OxrS/view?usp=drive_link


TEST AND COMPETING LEVELS FOR ADULTS
The recent name changes to different test levels did not affect the adult track. Test names

remain as previous

Adults are only permitted to compete at level higher than their highest passed freeskate
(singles) test at non-qualifying competitions. For qualifying competitions, all adult

competitor must have passed the freeskate (singles) test equivalent to the level their are
registering for prior to the given date each season.

**Note that ALL adult programs have a definite maximum time. Unlike standard or excel track, it does not give
+/-10 second. One's program can be a few seconds under the maximum but CANNOT go over even by 1 second.



Visit the 
US Figure Skating website 

to keep up with all the updates!

https://www.usfigureskating.org/

